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Abstract: Discovering various patterns from supermarket datasets is an important data mining problem. One of such
patterns is to find locally frequent patterns. Mahanta et al proposes an algorithm for extracting such local patterns where
each pattern is associated with a sequence time intervals in which it is frequent. The sequence of time intervals associated
with a pattern may provide us some interesting results, for example, the pattern may be acyclic. In this paper we propose a
method of finding such acyclic patterns. The efficacy of the method is established through experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Agrawal et al [1] first formulated the problem of association rules mining for the application in large super markets. The
supermarket transaction is normally temporal. Mining temporal dataset is also an important data mining problem. Ale and Rossi
[2] propose a method of extracting frequent sets from such datasets. In [3, 4]. author proposes an algorithm to find locally
frequent itemsets. The method proposed by them finds all frequent itemsets where each frequent itemset is associated with a
sequence of time intervals. The sequence of time intervals associated with a frequent itemsets can be used to find some interesting
results. For example the frequent itemsets maybe cyclic or acyclic. In this paper we propose to study the problem of acyclic
nature of the sequence of time intervals associated with a frequent itemset and propose a method to extract all frequent itemsets
which are acyclic. In such case, we define the equality between time intervals associated with a locally frequent itemsets as
follows: two time intervals are said to be almost equal if their lengths are equal up to a small variation otherwise they are unequal.
A frequent itemset is said to be acyclic if the lengths of time intervals associated with it is almost equal but at least any two of
their time gaps is unequal.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we give a brief discussion on the related work from the literature. The
problem definition is described in section III. In section IV, we describe the proposed method for mining acyclic frequent sets.
The experimental results and findings are described in section V. The conclusion and suggestions for future work are given in
section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The association rules mining problem is first formulated by Agrawal et al [1]. In [5], author proposed a method for
extracting association rules called A priori algorithm. Mining Temporal Data is an extension of conventional data mining.
An example of this is temporal association rule mining. In temporal association rules each rule has associated with it a
time interval in which the rule holds. The problem of temporal data mining is addressed extensively by different
researchers [2, 6, 7, 8]. In [3], authors proposed a method of finding locally frequent sets where each itemset is associated
with a list of time intervals where the itemset is frequent. In [9], authors proposed a method of discovering calendar-based
association rules. In [10], authors proposed a method of discovering cyclic itemsets where the cyclicity is defined in terms
equality among the intervals of frequency associated with an itemset as well as that of the time gaps. Here time gap is the
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gap between two consecutive time intervals of frequency associated with the frequent itemset. The work done in [10] is an
extension of work in [3]. Similar works were done in [11].
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let T = <to, t1,..> be a sequence of time-stamps over which a linear ordering < is defined where ti < tj means ti denotes a time
which is earlier than tj.. Let I denote a finite set of items and the transaction dataset D is a collection of transactions where each
transaction has a part which is a subset of the item set I and the other part is a time-stamp indicating the time in which the
transaction had taken place. We assume that D is ordered in the ascending order of the time-stamps. For time intervals we always
consider closed intervals of the form [t1, t2] where t1 and t2 are time-stamps. We say that a transaction is in the time interval [t1, t2]
if the time-stamp of the transaction say t is such that t1  t  t2.
We define the local support of an item set in a time interval [t1, t2] as the ratio of the number of transactions in the time
interval [t1, t2] containing the item set to the total number of transactions in [t1, t2] for the whole dataset D. We use the notation

Supp[t1 ,t2 ] (X) to denote the support of the item set X in the time interval [t1, t2]. Given a threshold  we say that an item set X is
frequent in the time interval [t1, t2] if

Supp[t1 ,t2 ] (X)  (/100)* tc where tc denotes the total number of transactions in D that are

in the time interval [t1, t2]. We say that an association rule X  Y, where X and Y are item sets holds in the time interval [t1, t2]
if and only if given threshold ,

Supp[t1 ,t2 ] ( X  Y ) / Supp[t1 ,t2 ] ( X )   /100.0 and XY is frequent in [t1, t2]. In this

case we say that the confidence of the rule is .
A. Almost equal intervals
For each locally frequent item set extracted by algorithm [3, 4], a list of time intervals is kept in which the set is frequent where
each interval is represented as [start, end] where start gives the starting time-stamp of the time interval and end gives the ending
time-stamp of the time-interval. end – start gives the length of the time interval. Given two intervals [start1, end1] and [start2,
end2] if the intervals are non-overlapping and start2 > end1 then start2 – end1 gives the distance between the time intervals.
Similarly two intervals [start1, end1] and [start2, end2] are said to be almost equal in length if the length of the both intervals are
equal up to a small variation say % i.e. (end1- start1)± % of (end1- start1) is equal to (end2- start2) or (end2- start2) ± % of
(end2- start2) is equal to (end1- start1) where  is specified by user. Otherwise they are said to be unequal in length. Similarly we
define the equality of the time gaps of the consecutive intervals.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
To extract acyclic frequent sets we find the time gap between any two consecutive frequent time intervals of the same set. If
the time gaps between consecutive intervals are found to be unequal in length and also the lengths of the frequent intervals are
found to be almost equal then we call these frequent sets as acyclic frequent sets. Now to find out such type of acyclicity for
each frequent item set we proceed as follows. If the first frequent interval is almost equal in length with second frequent interval
then we see whether the time gap between the first and the second time interval is unequal in length with the time gap between
the second and third periods. If it is, then we check whether any of the two time gaps is unequal with the time gap between the
third and the fourth periods. If the average length of the first two intervals of frequency is almost equal in length with the third
interval of frequency, we proceed further or otherwise stop. In general if the average lengths of the first (n-1) frequent intervals
is almost equal to the length of the n-th frequent interval and the any of the first (n-2) time gaps is unequal to the (n-1)th time
gap, then the average of n frequent intervals is compared with (n+1)th frequent interval and that of any of the the first (n-1) time
gaps is compared with the n-th time gap. This way we can extract acyclic patterns if such patterns exist. We can have another
kind of acyclic patterns where the time intervals of frequency associated with an itemset as well as their time gap are unequal.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For experimental purpose we take a synthetic dataset generated through the program provided by the Quest research group at
IBM Almaden. available on http://www.almaden.ibm.com. For experiment, we take first 20000 transactions. A program was
written to incorporate temporal features in the dataset. The program takes as input a starting date and two values for the minimum
and the maximum number of transactions per day. A number between these two limits are selected at random and that many
consecutive transactions are labeled with the same date to reflect the fact that many transactions have taken place on that day.
This process starts from the first transaction to the end by marking the transactions with consecutive dates (assuming that the
market remains open on all week days). The process is repeated for first 40000, 60000, 80000, 100000 transactions to generate
the datasets of different sizes. We have given the maximum number of transactions and minimum number of transactions in such
a way that the lifetime of each size of dataset is almost one year. In the figure1 and figure 2 given below we describe the results
obtained from the experiments in graphical form.
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Fig.1: No. of transactions vs. No. of acyclic itemsets
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

An algorithm for finding acyclic frequent sets from temporal data is given in the paper. The algorithm discussed in [3, 4]
gives all locally frequent itemsets where each frequent itemsets is associated with a list of time intervals where it is frequent. Our
algorithm takes the input from the result of the algorithm proposed by [3, 4] and supplies all frequent sets which are acyclic in
nature. Our resulting acyclic frequent itemsets are having at least two time gaps are unequal in length but the duration of the
intervals of frequency are almost equal. In future, we may also modify our algorithm to get more accurate results. We would also
like to find partially periodic patterns and other types of patterns which may exist in the datasets.
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